


“n at u r e  i s  t h e  g r e at e s t  a r t i s a n”
karl-friedrich scheufele, chopard co-president



what 
l ives there

is precious

The strength of an icon is to bring back to life the era it embodied. When we 
created our first sport-chic watch in 1980, Chopard decided to treat steel as 
if it were gold. An innovative choice, which epitomised the art of living of 
golden years infused with a subtly mingled sense of elegance and relaxation.
 
Today, in crafting the Alpine Eagle, we faced a major creative challenge, 
because reshaping an icon is an even more difficult task than inventing a 
creation from scratch. While preserving the heritage of our past, the design 
of this watch had to take contemporary inspirations into account. As a family 
Maison, Chopard is especially concerned about the world that will be left to 
future generations. In 2018, our Manufacture became the first to use 100% 
ethical gold for the production of all its watch and jewellery creations. In 
keeping with this spirit, our new Alpine Eagle collection, inspired by the 
beauty of the Alps, its fauna and flora, restores Nature to its role as the greatest 
Artisan of all.
 
It is with great emotion that we present these new creations stemming from 
four years of research and development. They are the ultimate embodiment 
of our most precious assets, combining the best of our past and our present. 
Watches entirely produced in our Manufacture, equipped with our Chopard 
01.01-C and 09.01-C movements, inspired by Nature and forged in an 
innovative steel: Chopard Lucent Steel A223, as precious as gold.

karl-friedrich scheufele
chopard co-president
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t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  t h e  a l p i n e  e a g l e  c o l l e c t i o n 
i s  a b o v e  a l l  t h e  c o l l a b o r a t i o n  o f  t h r e e  g e n e r a t i o n s 

o f  m e n  f r o m  t h e  s a m e  f a m i ly :  v i s i o n a r y ,  b o l d 
a n d  u n i t e d  b y  t h e  s a m e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n .

a gentlemen’s

story

like a second skin. The St. Moritz never leaves its 
wearer’s wrist, it accompanies him everywhere, and 
on every occasion, from the calm of snowy heights to 
the hectic urban world. After wearing it for a few days, 
I became convinced that it could be reinterpreted with 
a twist, without losing any of its essence or character.

I went to see my father and tried to convince him, 
but he was not particularly interested. To him, this  
watch was an icon and you don’t touch an icon. But  
I persevered and asked my grandfather for help. 
Together we worked on the first prototype and when 
we presented it, my father’s face lit up. He immediately 
saw the potential of the watch and agreed to launch 
the project. I must admit that it was not an easy path, 
but I had the feeling it was the right one. The easy 
way has never really been the Chopard way.

above Karl-Friedrich Scheufele, Co-President of Chopard with his son Karl-Fritz and his father Karl, Chairman of Chopard.

TELL US THE S TORY OF  
THE CREAT ION OF THE S T. MORI T Z?

Karl Scheufele: At the time, my son was young, am-
bitious and wanted to conquer the world as one does 
at that age. Like all young people back then, he was 
full of energy, driving fast, racing down ski slopes and 
working with drive and determination. He very quickly 
wanted to make a mark on Chopard creations. 

My son has always had a strong sensitivity to art and 
I think that had he not joined the Maison he would 
have been an artist. When I look at him today, I am 
proud of the way he has devoted his talents to serving 
Chopard. And so, when he was 22, he came to my 
office with a concept that was incredibly innovative 
and modern. He wanted to launch a steel watch at 
a time when Chopard was working exclusively with 
gold. When I reminded him of that he answered: “But 
I want to work steel like gold, and that is precisely 
what is so innovative about this project.” He had a 
vision, and a typically entrepreneurial approach. 
When I looked at him, I saw myself at the same age 
and decided to accept the challenge. The St. Moritz 
soon became a bestseller and is one of our icons. An 
icon that has now been reborn.

WHERE D ID YOU F IND YOUR INSPIR AT ION?

Karl-Friedrich Scheufele: In an exceptional setting 
in the heart of the Alps, surrounded by a spectacular 
natural environment, and a village that my family and  
I consider our second home. The Swiss Alps is where 
we recharge our batteries and where I nurture my own 
creativity. But it is also where I can live my passion 
for Alpine sports: skiing or trekking with sealskins. 
As you know, at Chopard, creativity is fuelled by 
our family members’ passions, which inspire our 
collections. That is why, about 40 years ago, the Alps 
and particularly the St. Moritz resort sparked the 
origins of a watch that made its mark on the history  
of the Maison.

WHY D ID YOU ASK YOUR FATHER 
TO REDESIGN THE S T. MORI T Z?

Karl-Fritz Scheufele: About five years ago, I found the 
St. Moritz watch on my father’s desk. I was immediately 
taken with its contemporary design, its functional 
screws, its incredibly comfortable bracelet that feels 

“he wanted to launch 
a steel watch at a time 
when chopard was 
working exclusively with 
gold. when i reminded  
him of that he answered: 
‘but i want to work 
steel like gold, and 
that is precisely what 
is so innovative about 
this project’”
karl scheufele, chairman of chopard
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Those were carefree, relaxed and exuberant days. As 
the village grew, epicureans would gather here in 
St. Moritz, on the very top of the world, driven by a 
single-minded quest for sport and elegance. Inspired 
by the spirit of this time, Karl-Friedrich Scheufele 
had the idea of introducing a chic yet versatile 
sporty-looking watch that would fit the St. Moritz 
lifestyle. For the first time ever, Chopard treated 
steel as if it were gold. Something totally different 
to anything the Manufacture had done before and 
a daring move.
The St.  Moritz was crafted following American 
architect Louis Sullivan’s legendary concept that 
form follows function. Its eight polished screws that 
sealed the dial were thus both extremely functional 
and a distinctive design feature of the watch. It 
acquired worldwide renown, becoming an iconic 
watch of its time.

from the st. morit z… 
o n c e  u p o n  a  t i m e ,  b u t  n o t  s o  v e r y  l o n g  a g o , 

a  s m a l l  v i l l a g e  w a s  b l e s s e d  w i t h  a n  a s t o u n d i n g 
v i e w  o f  t h e  u p p e r  e n g a d i n e  v a l l e y . 
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…to the  
alpine e agle



inspired by nature



a textured dial evoking 
an eagle’s iris

only the alpine eagle can gaze 
directly into the face of the sun
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seconds hand
inspired by e agle fe athers



functional screws at the four
cardinal points

water resistance 
to 100 metres
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compass rose 
on the crown 21



topped by a raised central cap

single ingot -shaped l ink
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IN KEEPING W I TH THE MA ISON’S 

COMMI TMENT TO F INE WATCHMAK ING, 

the two automatic-winding movements embedded in the 
heart of Alpine Eagle watches are chronometer-certified 
by the Swiss Official Chronometer Control (COSC), 
a rare occurrence for timepieces in this category.  
The 8-ligne 09.01-C movement powering the small-
sized Alpine Eagle (36 mm) with a 42-hour power 
reserve is one of the smallest to receive this certification; 
while the large-sized Alpine Eagle (41 mm) hosts the 
01.01-C calibre with a 60-hour power reserve.

Operating with a vertically integrated approach to 
its entire production process, Chopard has produced 
and assembled the Alpine Eagle components in-house,  
from movement to case and bracelet, whether in steel  
and/or gold.

CHOPARD 01.01-C 
MOVEMENT OF THE  
ALPINE E AGLE L ARGE (41MM)

Mechanical movement with 
automatic winding
Diameter: 28.80 mm
Thickness: 4.95 mm
Frequency: 28,800 vibrations per hour (4 Hz)
Power reserve: 60 hours
Functions: hours, minutes, seconds, 
date and stop-seconds function
Oscillating weight:  
central rotor in tungsten alloy
Balance spring: flat terminal curve
Jewels: 27
Components: 207

Chronometer-certified (COSC)

CHOPARD 09.01-C  
MOVEMENT OF THE 
ALPINE E AGLE SMALL (36 MM)

Mechanical movement with 
automatic winding
Diameter: 20.40 mm
Thickness: 3.65 mm
Frequency: 25,200 vibrations per hour (3.5 Hz)
Power reserve: 42 hours
Functions: hours, minutes and seconds 
Oscillating weight:  
central rotor in tungsten alloy
Balance spring: flat terminal curve
Jewels: 27
Components: 159

Chronometer-certified (COSC)

hand-cr af ted

in-house 2524



chopard 
lucent steel a223

FOUR Y EARS OF RESEARCH 

AND DEVELOPMENT WERE NECESSARY

to create a new steel alloy as rich, precious and 
complex as gold – a Renaissance alchemist’s dream 
come true. 
 
Chopard Lucent Steel A223 is the result of a redesign 
process that has three unique characteristics. Thanks 
to its anti-allergenic composition, it has properties 
comparable to surgical steel, making it highly dermo-
compatible. Secondly, it is 50% more resistant to 
abrasion than conventional steels and has a unique 
hardness. Finally, with its superior homogeneous 
crystal structure, its purity enables it to reflect light in a 
particular way. Like diamond, whose brilliance depends 
on the lowest degree of impurities, this innovative 
steel has far less impurities than conventional steel, 
guaranteeing it a brilliance and brightness comparable 
to that of gold.
 
Working with this new alloy is a real challenge, as 
its hardness far greater than that of conventional 
steel significantly increases the production time of 
Alpine Eagle watches as well as the wear and tear 
on machining tools. Extremely complex to develop 

and manufacture as well as extraordinarily valuable, 
Chopard Lucent Steel A223 now belongs to the 
category of rare and precious metals.

“for the first time 
ever we treated steel 
as if it were gold.”
karl-friedrich scheufele
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j o h a n n e s  h u e b l
s h o t  b y  g r e g  w i l l i a m s 37
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A L P I N E  E A G L E 
L A R G E

These 41 mm timepieces in Chopard Lucent Steel A223 feature a Aletsch Blue or 
Bernina Grey brass dial bearing a sunburst motif inspired by the iris of an eagle’s eye. 
They are equipped with the Chopard chronometer-certified (COSC) 01.01-C mechanical 
movement with automatic winding and presented on a Chopard Lucent Steel A223 
bracelet secured by a triple-blade folding clasp. Alpine Eagle watches are water-resistant 
to 100 metres.

This 41 mm timepiece in Chopard Lucent Steel A223 and 18-carat ethical rose gold 
features a Bernina Grey brass dial bearing a sunburst motif inspired by the iris of an 
eagle’s eye. It is equipped with the Chopard chronometer-certified (COSC) 01.01-C 
mechanical movement with automatic winding and presented on a Chopard Lucent 
Steel A223 and 18-carat ethical rose gold bracelet secured by a triple-blade folding 
clasp. Alpine Eagle watches are water-resistant to 100 metres.

ref. 298600-3001 ref. 298600-3002 ref. 298600-6001
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A L P I N E  E A G L E 
S M A L L

These 36 mm timepieces in Chopard Lucent Steel A223 feature a Aletsch Blue brass 
dial bearing a sunburst motif inspired by the iris of an eagle’s eye, or a Frosted White 
mother-of-pearl dial and a diamond-set bezel. They are equipped with the Chopard 
chronometer-certified (COSC) 09.01-C mechanical movement with automatic winding 
and presented on a Chopard Lucent Steel A223 bracelet secured by a triple-blade folding 
clasp. Alpine Eagle watches are water-resistant to 100 metres.

These 36 mm timepieces in Chopard Lucent Steel A223 and 18-carat ethical rose gold 
feature a Bernina Grey brass dial bearing a sunburst motif inspired by the iris of an eagle’s 
eye or a Frosted White mother-of-pearl dial and a diamond-set bezel. They are equipped 
with the Chopard chronometer-certified (COSC) 09.01-C mechanical movement with 
automatic winding, presented on a Chopard Lucent Steel A223 and 18-carat ethical 
rose gold bracelet secured by a triple-blade folding clasp. Alpine Eagle watches are  
water-resistant to 100 metres.

ref. 298601-3001 ref. 298601-6001ref. 298601-3002 ref. 298601-6002
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A L P I N E  E A G L E 
S M A L L

This 36 mm timepiece in 18-carat ethical rose gold features a Bernina Grey brass dial 
bearing a sunburst motif inspired by the iris of an eagle’s eye. It is equipped with the 
Chopard chronometer-certified (COSC) 09.01-C mechanical movement with automatic 
winding and presented on an 18-carat ethical rose gold bracelet secured by a triple-blade 
folding clasp. Alpine Eagle watches are water-resistant to 100 metres.

These 36 mm timepieces in 18-carat ethical rose gold feature a textured Frosted White 
mother-of-pearl or a Sils Grey Tahitian mother-of-pearl dial and a diamond-set bezel. 
They are equipped with the Chopard chronometer-certified (COSC) 09.01-C mechanical 
movement with automatic winding and presented on an 18-carat ethical rose gold 
bracelet or on an 18-carat ethical rose gold bracelet set with diamonds, secured by  
a triple-blade folding clasp. Alpine Eagle watches are water-resistant to 100 metres.

ref. 295370-5002ref. 295370-5001 ref. 295370-5003
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e agle wings 
foundat ion 

The Alpine Eagle collection reflects the concern at the 
heart of Chopard for environmental issues. Back in 
the 2000s, sensitive to the initiative taken by Prince 
Sadruddin  Aga  Khan, Karl-Friedrich  Scheufele 
had a lready joined the A lp Action programme. 
Today, in unveiling this new watch collection 
inspired by Nature, he sought to associate it with 
a new and sustainable approach by co-founding 
the Eagle Wings Foundation. This innovative and 
multidisciplinary environmental project, designed 
to raise awareness and galvanise the public with 
respect to the importance, beauty and fragility of 
Alpine biotopes, will offer a new vision of the Alps 
through the eyes of human beings as well as the 
eagle – the latter being especially renowned for its 
piercing gaze. The ambitious programme will span 

at least five years, with the first project being the 
Alpine Eagle Race: an initiative for aerial observation 
of the Alps through the capture of video images 
obtained by a camera carried by an eagle launched 
from five legendary Alpine peaks in five countries.

“the ambitious programme 
will span at least five 
years, with the first 
project being the alpine 
eagle race, an initiative 
for aerial observation 
of the alps through the 
capture of video images”
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CHOPARD BOUTIQUES WORLDWIDE

ABU DHABI • AL KHOBAR • ALMATY • AMMAN • AMSTERDAM • ARUBA • ASTANA • ATHENS  
BADEN-BADEN • BAHRAIN • BAKU • BAL HARBOUR • BANGKOK • BARCELONA • BEIJING  
BEIRUT • BERLIN • BRUSSELS • BUSAN • CANNES • CAPE TOWN • CASABLANCA 
CHENGDU • CHONGQING • COLOGNE • COSTA MESA • COURCHEVEL • DOHA • DUBAI  
ELOUNDA BEACH (CRETE) • FLORENCE • FRANKFURT • FUKUOKA • GENEVA • GSTAAD  
GUANGZHOU • HANGZHOU • HANNOVER • HANOI • HO CHI MINH • HONG KONG • ISTANBUL  
JAKARTA • JEDDAH • JEJU • KARLOVY VARY • KIEV • KOBE • KUALA LUMPUR • KUWAIT  
KYOTO • LAS VEGAS • LONDON • LUCERNE • MACAU • MADRID • MANILA • MEXICO CIT Y 
MIAMI • MILAN • MONTE-CARLO • MOSCOW • MUNICH • MYKONOS • NAGOYA • NASSAU 
NEW YORK • OSAKA • PARIS • PORTO CERVO • PUERTO RICO • RIGA • RIYADH • ROME 
SANTORINI • SANYA • SEOUL • SHANGHAI • SHENYANG • SHENZHEN • SINGAPORE • SOFIA 
ST-BARTHELEMY • ST-MORITZ • ST-PETERSBURG • SYDNEY • TAICHUNG • TAIPEI • TAIYUAN 
TEL AVIV • TOKYO • TORONTO • VANCOUVER • VIENNA • WENZHOU • WUXI • XIAMEN • XIAN • ZURICH
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the trademarks, the corporate names, as well as all the designs of chopard watch, jewellery and accessory 
models are the exclusive property of chopard. any imitations or counterfeits will be prosecuted.
the creations in this document are not reproduced to exact size. in the same way the colours may differ slightly 
from the original and the carat weight of the stones can vary.
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